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Jordan Travels to D.C. to Discuss Student Aid
By Lisa

Mesaros

education, which has been a
commitment for more than 20 years."
President
Jordan next outlined the
action which he will take on the issue:
"Hence, am working and will work with
people on this campus, and with people
across the state, and with national
associations to forestall the proposed
reductions
in
the
President's
recommendation to Congress
for
higher education."
Jordan calls attention to a "longstanding
commitment" in the
United States Presidency to assisting
higher education. Dwighl Eisenhower was
responsible for the enactment of the
National Defense Education Act. Lyndon
Johnson supplemented this with the
Higher Education Act. Under Richard
Nixon, (he Basic Educational Opportunity Grant was established. Jimmy
Carter signed the Middle Income Student
bi-partis-

President Philip Jordan recently made
Ills second trip to W ashington, D.C.
On his first trip he attended a conference of the National Association of
Colleges and Universities,
Independent
hich he explains, is an action group.
to
The purpose of his second excursion
the Capitol City was to attend a meeting
Council on Education
of the American
(ACE), which he describes as "an umbrella organization that serves all higher
education. "
According

...

...

an

years.

Regarding these budget cuts, Jordan
aid, "The effect of those reductions will

essentially transform and reduce to
the federal role in higher

to

I

bi-partis-

to Jordan, the topic of this
was recent
federal
ACE conference
budget cuts that affect federal student
aid. The federal budget has
financial
included several cuts already, and more
during the next two
cuts are scheduled

be

an

insignificance

Assistance Act.
After a long tradition of Presidential

Students Vandalize KC
During Weekend Party
Jud Durant

By

severely reprimand the students but
feels that they should beware of the
consequences of such behavior.
To insure against future damages, the
college may require damage deposits

of February a
private party reserved the K.C. for a
social gathering.
By the end of the
evening the bathroom had been vandalized, holes punched through the
plaster, and a piano rendered unplayable
Most students
are aware of the
inhospitable condition the K.C. was in
last year.
Kenyon, under the guidance
the first weekend

On

before theuseof thebuilding. Another
non-stude-

invested $10,000-512,00- 0
for refurnishing the K.C. last
summer, its intentions was to make a
college building accessible to students
and to
provide a friendly meeting
place. Improvements
included storage
of

Dean Williamson

band

for

instruments, better lighting,

proofing, and insulation.
Dean Williamson in an interview said
itiai the administration does
not want to
sound

nt

Feller, former Cleveland Indians
and a member of the Baseball Hall
of Fame, delivered a
lecture last night at the
Bob

piicher

Kenyon

campus
entitled
Sports and American

College

"Baseball,
Culture."

top drawing card while a
fastball pitcher for the Indians during the
W'sand 50's, Feller attracted alargecrowd
'o his lecture and kept the audience
with his sharp wit and pointed
"pinions
about the stale of sports in
Africa. "I'm not trying to sell you on
athletics" he asserted, "most of you are
Known as a

en-lertain-

already

sold on

ed

it."

feller expressed his firm

stand about the

paid athletes of today. "If you have
athletic ability," he stated, "pursue it.
Vou
can make enough money to retire
"tiore you're 10 vears old. Sometimes, it
docs
get a little ridiculous.
Fernando
valenzuela wants a million dollars.
He
can't even say
'one million dollars.' The
'"nny thing is,
these agents never had bad
ni8hly

any

iears."
'The players
Jnd
thev know

don't deserve the money,
he told the audience."
Most fans and I'm oneof you don't really
ar what they earn, I care about what they
produce. A lot
of players are being paid big
claries for potential and not producti-

"So now Durocher is standing about
I
three steps away from the plate. fired in
in
two quick strikes. Then Durocher runs
the dugout, crouches behind the water
me
cooler and yells 'hey you can't hit
from here.' Well, the next batter is
Frankie Frisch, the manager, and he
won't come out. He sends someone else
up there instead."

I

it."

--

on."

'V

"What

does bother me is the way
played at those big time
:oeges.
Some of them are just as
major
"fsional
as
the
eagues.
a few hypocrites, a few lies and a
'1 of cheating.
I don't
believe in my
Jumble way that's the
way we should
doing things. That's not part of our
ucational
system.
Let's not train
arybody to be hypocrites. I'm not on a
,

oaseball

I

feel."
"The first batter I ever pitched to as a
major league was Leo Durcher," Feller
said, recalling his days as a young fireball
piicher.
"I was 16 years old" and
Durocher came up and he said, "let's play
catch Feller." Well I wound up, took a
big leg kick and fired the ball way over his
head. The next pitch was a fast ball about
belt high, but about three feet behind
him.

is

Bob Feller
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Among the events in which Kenyon's
President participated was attendance at a
Congressional breakfast. He said, "The
message is this: Congress will listen to
what voters say."
On the topic of what Kenyon has to
say, Jordan explained that Kenyon is not
as much affected by federal funds or the
lack thereof, and is thus somewhat
disinterested, having less at stake. But
Jordan urges one not to forget about
other institutions which will be critically
affected. He says emphatically, "This is
it needs to be addressed
very serious

locally."

...

He mentioned that "Congress is deeply

concerned
about the default rate on
student loans," which Congress uses as an
argument in defense of reducing student
aid.
In 1970 Nixon said, "No qualified
student who wants to go to college should
be barred by lack of money." In 1981
David Stockman said, "I do not accept
the notion that the federal government
has an obligation to fund generous grants
to anybody that wants to go to college. It
seems to me that if people want to go to
college bad enough, then there is opportunity and responsibility on their part
to finance their way through the best they
can.

By Craig Richardson

Warburton
crusade or anything, but that's the way

i

Council Votes to Join Coalition

Former Indians Pitcher
Views Changes in Sports
By Bob

(whether
Democrat or
Republican)
of higher education, the
public views with alarm and puzzlement
Reagan's reduction in federal student aid.
Jordan echoes public reaction as he
comments, "It's being done as though it's
an ordinary budget trimming," with no
acknowledgement
of what
serious
ramifications it will have.
He points to two other sources
stale
aid and privale philanthropy to which
students will have to turn if the federal
government ceases to assist in providing
aid. But he warns, "The state of Ohio is
not in a position" to take over this burden
from
the national government.
"It
can't
the money is just not going to
come." The state of Ohio would lose 64
million dollars.
Another observation Jordan made is
that people ask if it is not unpatriotic to
question Reagan's budget cuts. But he
points out, "We're not assaulting the
whole program" just those cuts which
threaten higher education.
Eisenhower concluded that a valuable
way to strengthen national security was to
aid the young to receive an education, so
they could later contribute to the nation's
progress. Strongly in agreement with this,
Jordan slates that the reduction of federal
aid to students "seems extraordinarily
shortsighted . . . it's contrary to the
progress of the nation."
He understands that "they need to
make reductions wherever they can. One
the other hand, we ought to . . . stand up
I can't
and express our opposition
see this as a simple measure of government economy."

...

suggestion would require a
supervisor to be present. Although
these policies are far from being
enacted, such rules would eliminate the
and availability of the
convenience
K.C. tostudents.
Dean Williamson said the college is
not offended by the events and damage
that took place, but wants the students
to know what the ramifications will
be.
If deposits and supervisors are
deemed neccessary, thecollege will have
failed to reach its goal of offering an
easily obtained private recreation area
to students.

.

support

At the Student Council meeting of
Sunday, February 14th, several issuesarose
concerning the future cutbacks in financial
aid to students. Student Council guest
Graham Robb ('81) spoke of his current
role as executive director of COPUS
(National
Coalition
of Independent
in
Students)
College and University
Washington, D.C.
COPUS is a national lobby group
in higher education issues,
interested
particulatly financial aid. There are
currently 250 schools who are members.
COPUS was founded with the intent that a
student's ability to learn is more important
than his ability to pay, Robbexplained, and
is the only organization which is completely

News in Brief...

student run on Capitol Hill.
Mr. Treleaven, Special Assistant to
President Jordan, alsospokeontheissueof
financial aid and why it would be important
for Kenyon to join COPUS. He states that if
financial aid cuts go through, schools such
as Kenyon will become available only to the
wealthy,
and the atmosphere could
radically change. Mr. Treleaven also urged
students to write their congressman in an
effort to get something done.
After some deliberation, Student
Council voted to become a member of
COPUS. Dues are $50.00 for the first year

and$150.00thereafter.
New business was then brought before
Student Council. Hilal Rizvi and Richard
Mattoon, guests of Council and co- -

News in Brief...

of the Student Lectureship
Committee, talked about the current
problems in booking lecturers. Scheduling
events is becoming increasingly difficult,
Hall. For example, Mr. Matoon mentioned that a Nobel peace prize winner
was scheduled to appear in Rosse, but a
student recital scheduled at the same time
chairmen

may force them to cancel the lecture.
Bolton theatre must be booked up to three
months in advance, and the Ernst Center
is too expensive for their limited budget.
They both agreed that Student Council
was perhaps the wrong place to go to get
things done, but hoped that the student
body would be made aware of their
problems and offer suggestions of any
kind.

News in Brief...
Harvard Prof, to Speak

Marx Lectures
At a cost of 500 dollars each, the ,000
dollar price tag is approximately one tenth
the cost that the conventional ticketing
would amount to. Among the Alumni to
be interviewed are the President of Hanes
Hosiery, the Episcopal bishop of Northern California, and the commander of a
4
Fighter Training Squadron.
1

Thursday, February 18, at 4:15 p.m.
marks the beginning of a Kenyon Symposium that will take a look at the Aspects
of Marx. The Symposium will beheld over
a

three

week

period

on

consecutive

Thursdays, and all three meetings will offer
a brief lecture and an ensuing discussion
with a Kenyon faculty member.
The symposium will attempt to view
Marx from three different perspectives.
Tommorrow's lecture is entitled, 'Marx as
an Economist', and will feature Richard
Trethew ey, an economics professor, as the
speaker. On February 25, at 8:00 p.m.,
George McCarthy will present, "The
Critique of Critical Critique: An Analysis
of Science'.
of Marx's Notion

Hectic Schedule
On Wednesday, February 3rd, a writer
representing the
photographer
and
Kenyon Alumni Bulletin started a series
y
airplane flights that will
of
take them to various interviews with
Kenyon Alumni. The pair, taking advantage of Eastern Airline's unlimited
mileage fare, will board 21 flights in their
21 day flight plan. In the past, the Alumni
Bulletin had to wait until famous alumni
passed through Ohio. But now, these two
men will travel to thirteen cities and
number of incompile a considerable
terviews for the publication.
cross-countr-

F--

Hindu Dieties
This year the Larwill Lectures will be
featuring Diana L. Eck, head of the
Harvard.
at
undergraduate division
Professor Eck is scheduled to appear on
Monday, Feb. 22nd, and Tuesday, Feb.
23rd at 8:00 p.m. in the Biology
auditorium. In the lectures, Prof. Eck will
be focusing on the Hindu dieties Shiva
and Skakti and explaining how union
suggests the complimentary oppositions
which move the universe.
For those interested, Prof. Eck's boon,
Darsun: Seeing the Divine Image in India
is on reserve in the library under Religion
Ms Eck will be on campus from
Feb. 21 until Feb. 25th. Meetings with
Prof. Eck can be arranged by contacting
Diane Obenchain, PBX 2290. On a more
informal basis, Ms. Eck will be eating at
the Women's Center table in Pierce Hall
on Monday and Tuesday nights. And
there will a reception following each of her
lectures.
11-1-

2.

Harvey Mansfield Jr. will lecture on
of the
"The Modern Doctrine
Executive," Tuesday, February 23, at
4 p.m. in Biology Auditorium. The
PACC sponsors this lecture which will
address questions
of whether the
presidency is too strong or weak, and
what has been the fate of the
"Imperial Presidency" of the past.
Mansfield was an outside examiner for
Kenyon's
Political Science Department last year. He is currently a
professor at Harvard and plans to
return to Kenyon in the spring to give
a paper at the PACC conference on
Democratic Capitalism.

Christ Teachings
"Christ Teachings and the Requirements
of Political Life" will be the topic of a
lecture given by Kenyon Political Science

Professor John Coates on Sunday evening
at 6:30 in the chapel. The 25 to 30 minute
speech will deal with 'pacifist tendencies
in Christian Life' states Coates.
At present, Professor Coates is a visiting
asst. professor of International relations in
the Political Science department, and has
worked with the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget David Stockman.

Wednesday, February
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Cheap Thrills
College vandalism . . . Someday we would love to know the
immense thrill that students get out of abusing property that is
so generously given to us to use. The K.C. . . . Not the prettiest
and fanciest place to have a soiree in the past years, but this
summer, Dean Williamson's activities office took care of that.
$10,000-- $ 12,000 went to refinish the dance floor, putting soundproof carpeting on the walls, and generally making the place
better equipped appearance-wis- e
for a nice party. And two
weekends ago, how was all this effort given appreciation by a
small, private party? Well, how does several hundred dollars of
damage, intentional damage at that, hit you? Well, it strikes us
as yet another case of abuse by a bunch of selfish brats. Little
children have the privilege of having Mommy pick up after
them, but we don't feel that college students should expect
Maintenance to do the same. Do these uncaring students really
expect that continual improvements will be made in dorms,
study buildings, and party halls when the only result in
destruction? They probably do, and that is the saddest part of
this K.C. fiasco. On behalf of the student body, we would like to
thank you
individuals for possibly ruining our
chance of having an unchaperoned, hassle free party in the only
building available to us. Perhaps, since you can obviously afford
it, you would like to pay for the proposed
chaperone! At the least, we hope that you have to pay for the
damages you have already inflicted.
self-center-

ed

non-stude-

nt

Senior Class Celebration
ABANDON YE ALL HOPE OF
WORKING SUNDAY NIGHT FEB.
21st, we simply can't allow it. On said
night, at 6:30 p.m., the Sen iorClass will
begin the very traditional Senior Class
Dinner, which will bring to you thevery
traditional meal of Fruit Cup, Chicken
Cordon Bleu, Baked Potato, Broccoli
Spears, Vegetarian Entree, Tossed
Salad
Cheesecake, and wine. Please
don't bring your own wine, it will be
provided.
To save money, we will be handing
out tickets toaSeniorsandtheoriginal
entering Class of 982(thoseentering in
the fall of 1978) this Wednesday and
Thursday, both lunch and dinner, at
both dining halls. ARA needs a body
count for the meals and this is the best

signed waiver form will be returned to
you via campus mail to serve as proof of
payment. A seniors who have not paid
the fee are encouraged to do so by
Friday, Feb. 19, before the Senior
Dinner. You can also give your cash or
check to one of the members of the
Senior Class Committee Wednesday
and Thursday while we're giving out
tickets. If their are any questions please
contact Keith Krusz: 2520. Please pay
soon, the entire Senior Class Budget
depends on everyone who agreed to pay

followingthrough....
The Senior Class Dinner is the first of
semi-formparties put on for the
Senior Class to celebrate the end of
comps and classes.
At the Senior
Dinner we will be celebrating the end of
almost halft he department comp exams
and papers-- at the SENIOR Cocktail
Party in April (still tentative) we will
celebrate the end of all comps !!!!!!! At
the Senior Faculty Dinner we will
celebrate the end of all Kenyon

1

three

way we know to find out how many
Seniors will be attending. You need a
ticket to be assured a meal, so please

don't forget!!!!
For those Seniors who preferred not
to have the Senior Week Fee placed on
their student accounts, the day of
reckoning is here. You can pay in cash
or check made payable to the Senior
Class Committee by depositing an
envelope with your payment and your
name in the locked box located below
the Newscope box in the SAC. Your

al

academic committments! For those of
you who have finished your comps by
the time of the Senior Dinner, we encourage you to make appropriate
toasts, shout appropriate slogans and
smile from ear to ear-t- he
rest of us can
onlyhateyou!

The
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Faculty Advisor

THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages all letters to the Editors. We insist, however, that the letters be concise and
without personal malice. All submissions must be tped, doublespaced on a 60 character line. We request all letters be
turned in on Saturdays before 7 p.m. We reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of
the particular submissions.

Midnight Express
Misportrays

To the Editors:
Sticking to the rule that it is better late
than never, and in spite of all my indifference (I still cannot completely
justify to myself, why then, I wrote this),
as I know that some people do not feel the
same way, I can not hold myself back
from writing a word on The Midnight
Express.
To give any credit to the movie, we
have to ask certain questions about its
qualities. First, why was the movie made?
For art?. ..for commercial profits?. ..Then
how could the filmmaker be so atrocious
as to offend a whole nation by making the
main character so lovable and half- intellectual, and have him express such
strong abhorrence, and scorn for them,
especially when one can be very effective
with such means in influencing the attitude of the individual toward the
unknown. Was this filmmaker dying of
hunger that he could overlook this
consequence of his production?
I am granting my
unwilling acceptance
of any such possibility in order to further
my argument.
Even with such malevolent after effects, was the movie still very attractive
for its unique theme? And did the
filmmaker convince himself that he would
take no credit for these, believing that his
product would still be innocent because it
was about a true story?
Was he so greatly logical that he would
maintain his ease of mind and not regret
or take any blame for the consequences
because he was only telling of a real life
happening?
Now then, how I ask, could he have put
in (unfortunately I am your only proof
of
this) some elements of fiction and lower
the worth of his product to zero by untrue
sentences and the nonexistence
of one single praiseworthy Turkish
character or value? Would his logical
invulnerability stand up against the lack
of these elements in his story?
If there is no logical consistency in the
film and if the filmmaker does not have
any feeling (I claim he does but not in a
way you would expect) about its consequences, what can we conclude about
life-tim- e

him?

There are two more things to sav about
Ihc subject. First, the producer, whatever
nis intentions arc, is more unforgivable
than the most evil character in the movie,
for creating a work whose
correct
evaluation by the ordinary, international,
objective individual is very likely to be'
impossible. Taking the risk of mispor-trayof the stale of affairs in a country
of forty-fiv- e
million, is less of a sin than
any of the strongest transgression
of
moral values which (1 still hope) are
common in every human.
Second, anybody who knows enough
about the movie or Turkey will not draw
any conclusions from it. Again, as in the
ease of the conclusion about the film- al
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maker, I am not elaborating on this
because I do not want to be hypocritical
by directing any undue offense to the
sensitive. Such irresponsible behavior of
certain people has, for others always been
a cause of w orry (and this should be so for
everyone if we are going to believe in basic
human superiorities) and of undesired
pride and a sensation of
of righteousness for a smaller group.
Finishing with the unfortunate and
inappropriate
signature
which
will
inevitably have defense implications and
blur the aim of this message, I invite
anybody who has an intellectual interest
in the matter or any related topic to
contact me by any means.
self-convenien-

ce

On behalf of the
Turkish Society
on campus,

Cuneyt Urkun

everyw here at all times. If a problemarises.
there are no phones in the rooms with hi;h
to call for help. The only basis for this false
sense of security is the relative isolation of

the Gambier community

-

a weak fou-

ndation to justify these unnecessary

risks io

personnel safety.
We encourage students not to invite
prow lers and theft with unlocked doors and
not to abuse the relative safety that
Gambier now enjoys. Kenyon's seeming
quietude is an illusion, and we hope the
editors of Collegian will provide the information

needed

to

spur

student

awareness.
TheCoalition of Women's Organizations
Betsy Dellinger

Pamela J. Pleasants
Susanna Beacom
Sarah Mott

Prisoner Writes... Peer Committee
Dear Editors:

At the present time

I

am incarcerated in

Ohio's maximum security prison. Over
the past nine years I've lost contact with
friends and family and now find myself
literally without contact with people out
there in the free world. Would appreciate
it if you can print this letter, or a notice,
asking people to write to me if they care.
Thank you for your help.
Stanley P. McMains
Box 45699 135982
Lucasville, Ohio 45699

It's Not as Safe
as You Think
Editors of the Collegian:
There exists a false sense of security on
the Kenyon campus. A w eek seldom passes
without reports of prowlers and thefts in
any one of the dormitories. Intruders include both students and outsiders and have
been common on both the north and south
endsof campus.
The students themselves bear significant
responsibility for this problem. Unlocked
doors are an open invitation to theft,
prowling and assault, yet leaving rooms
unlocked when not present and at night is a
common practice of many Kenyon
students. Several weeks ago about $150
dollars in cash and additional property
were stolen out of a number of rooms in
McBride while the occupants were asleep.
There have been similar stories of doors
being opened and suddenly closed when a
potential intruder noticed that the student
was in the room. Students have been
awakened by intruders harassing them in
(heir sleep. Not .surprisingly, this problem
is especially prevalent in women's wings
and dormitories. In addition, students
seldom think twice about walking on
campus alone at night. This is certainly the
derogative of any individual, but we
hope that they are aware of the risks.
There are no locks on the outer doors of
the dormitories. Security cannot be

Surveys
To the Editors:
Later this week, a random sampling of
the student body will be asked to complete
a survey on Peer Counseling. The purpose
of the survey is to aid the Ad Hoc
Committee on Peer Counseling in
determining whether such a program
should be developed at Kenyon. we
would like to ask the students selected to
respond to the survey to be as Candidas
possible. Perhaps a short history
regarding the origins of the committee are
order.
About a year ago concern was expressed regarding the amount of abuse
and use of drugs and alcohol at Kenyon.
Student Council convened a Campus
in

ideas
to discuss the issue. Two
the
at that assembly lead to
development of both the Freshman
Assembly during orientation week and to
The
the formation of this committee.
D
functions of the committee are to
CouPeer
a
not
of
whether
determine
Intervention Croup
nseling and Crisis
should be formed at Kenyon 2) examine
ana
similar programs at other institutions a
consult with the appropriate personnel or
Kenvon regarding the development
hops
such a program at Kenyon. It is our
mere dru
a
be
will
not
that this program
program
hotline but a comprehensive student-witdedicated to students helping
e
a variety of different
problems in a mature and responsiote

Assembly
expressed

h

non-academ-

manner.
responsible manner.
Obviously a complete
vervieJe
bevond the scope of this letter.
thecomrninee
information on the work of
can be obtained by contacting the chair
Ho.
the committee, Debi Johnson at
ot
members
addition,
2415.
In
community are invited to atlen m
weekly
committee meetings held
Ci
Tuesday afternoons at 2:45 p.m. m
Snack Shop
'

Sincerely, The Ad Woe committee
on Peer Counseling

1

February

sday.

17, 1982
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Mubarak Takes Charge
In

Post-Sad-

Richard Dempsey

8,

essof.

'-cJee-

over four months since
l has been
;ipt's President Hosni Mubarak took
left
by his
the government
cr
Anwar Sadat. In the wake of

assassination and during the

it Sadat

of unrest ttiat followed, Mubarak
approach to his new
voli a cautious
During the last few months,
yucver, Mubarak has abandoned his
.jreful ways of governing. He is now
ginning to ease into a new position of
.onduciing Fgyptian policy at home and
itwaJ.
v-ilic-

n.

questions remain unanswered

Several

several issues remain unresolved for
;i Mubarak government now. Fgyptian
jr.J

insist, however,

,::;eials

that the Israeli

race settlemeni initiated by Sadat will
weed as outlined by the Camp David
i.jorJs. Mubarak has said himself that
sore direct action will be taken on the
--

issue after the remaining portion of
Sinai is brought under Eavotian
ontrol on April 25. The big question that
several top U.S. othcials is
orrics
M.barak's reluctant altitude over the
.Mcli

--

autonomy debate, which may

Palestinian

the

.,:urb

Israeli-Fgyptia-

n

peace

roeess.
Secretary of State Alexander Haig has
ru himself tight into the middle of the

issue hoping to settle any
lhat could arise. Haig's presence
s the situation and his frequent trips to
Ciiro over the last three weeks
have
vn the United States' grow ing concern
o,;r the direction Egypt is going. Many
::! Mubarak does not want to give the
rpression thai Egypt's future will be
:;j:ed by the country's relations with
:V L.S. This impression
has caught the
nemiop of many Sov iet officials.
The hostile altitude that Anwar Sadal
;vr.:hned towards the Soviet I Inion in th
eeks before his death seems lo be
j;t
Palestinian

.vnflicts

somewhat relaxed
in
the Mubarak
government. The door between Fgvpi and

Russia is beginning lo
How far ii
will open remains an uncertain question
especially lo the W hile House.
Mubarak has also set out to correct
what is considered
a Sadat error: increased alienation from the rest of the
Arab world. Mubarak wants Fgvpi to
ease back into good relations with other
Arab nations. Tliis step could prove to be
beneficial lo settling the hostility and
unrest between Egypt and other Arab
countries over the Israeli peace accords;
but it is considered by most political
analysts as a very touchy problem thai
could lake a substantial amount of time to
resolve.
Domestically, Mubarak has had to deal
with problems such as Egypt's sluggish
economy, and the overabundance, of
poverty and poor living conditions that
plagues a belter part of the population.
He is a popular figure among a great
majority of Egyptians. Unlike Sadat,
Mubarak has displayed a more relaxed,
but persistent, way of conducting affairs.
Moreover, he has refrained from working
around affluent surroundings as Sadat
did. He is considered more of a people's
man than Sadat.
The overriding concern of most U.S.
olficia's, including Haig, is where Egypt
is headed under Mubarak.
He has
definitely taken a different view of the
U.S. than Sadat, and that view seems to
be changing course more than ever.
Though Egypt has still maintained a
cordial altitude towards the U.S., Ronald
Reagan may find it more challenging to
deal with Mubarak than Sadat.
The changes in Egypt have not come as
a total surprise to State Department
officials. Many knew that when Mubarak
took over, the United States would not be
dealing
with another Sadat, whose
cooperation with Reagan and the three
re-ope-
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The Hollings Plan:
A Viable Alternative
By Nicholas Kalm and Michael

preceding U.S. presidents made Egypt a
key region in the Middle East to monitor
Soviet penetration there. Over and above
everything else, Mubarak may become a
powerful leader in the Middle East. The
repercussions of his trip to Washington
lasi week will tell us more.

Cannizaro

Political Forum Editors
After submitting his proposed budget for fiscal year 1983, President Reagan
defied its critics to "put up or shut up." Senator Ernest F. Hollings, Democrat
of South Carolina, has put up. His proposed budget for the same fiscal year
would reduce the expected deficit from $92.5 billion to $42 billion. This would be
accomplished by freezing virtually all federal spending increases in the areas of
defense (a 3 percent increase) and what President Reagan laments as the
social service benefits. Further, Hollings proposes an elimination
of this year's (fiscal year 1983) tax cut and a reduction in next year's cut to 5
percent. This accomplished, Hollings would have the budget balanced by the end
of 1984; Reagan's original campaign pledge.
In a strictly ideological and partisan response, a White House spokesman
declared that Senator Hollings has not, indeed, put up. His proposals violate
President Reagan's earlier pledges of tax cuts and increases in defense spending.
The Hollings plan, as it lias come to be called on Capitol Hill, is a courageous
alternative to Reagan's supply-sid- e
economic proposals. A three percent increase
in defense spending is much more realistic than the whopping $2 trillion the
Reagan Administration plans to spend for the next four years. Only two of the
other NATO countries, to which the United States is strongly commited, have
agreed to increase their defense spending more than 3 percent. The Hollings
proposal would create a more equal balance for the defense of Western Europe.
On a grander scale, however, the Hollings plan distributes the economic
cutbacks moreevenly than the Administration proposal. As ranking Democrat on
the Senate Budget Committee, Senator Hollings should have a suitable forum
for the airing of his plan. Let us hope that partisan support and blind faith in a
questionable economic plan do not prevent Congress from what could be the
road to recovery.
"un-conlrollable-

Budget Needs Time to Work
By

Jeffrey Smith

Reagan's proposed 91.5 billion
deficit is needed to correct the
intakes of many decades. The enormous
social spending, traceable all the way back
:o FDR's New Deal,
is one of the major
problems of the present economy, and a
;ifflificant factor in the current recession.
President
Jc'lar

Reagan's $758 billion budget
proposes to cut back on social
r'ograms, reduce the size of the Federal
Eoiernmcnt,
and to increase defense
'pending, all traditionally conservative
President

'or 1983

sances.

support from
Congress,
programs such as welfare for
tie elderly and veteran's aid would be cut.
Americans from all walks of life will be
iffecied by Reagan's budget.
College
'luJents will have a harder time qualifying
for loans,
poor people will have to pay more
'or health care,
and transportation subsIf

the Reagan plan receives

idies will

In the ihird aspect of Reagan's budget,
defense spending, which isthclargcst inour
peacetime history, finds significant opposition. Many of Reagan's Republican
supporters are not presently behind him in
this part of his budget. As Reagansaid."W'e
cannot wail for a period of rising tensions
before bringing forces up to combat
readiness.' It cannot be disputed that the
Soviets far exceed us in defense spending,
quantity of arms, and readiness. Reagan is
seeking to reducelUmililarv superioriiyof
the Soviet Union.

The Administration has three goals for
of the United Stales and ils interests: first, lo establish mobile forces to
defend our oil interests in the Persian Gulf;
second, an increase in our sea power and,
of nuclear forces atIhird. a build-utempting to find a way to protect the U.S.
defense

p

against a Soviet first strike.

be reduced.

these changes, the
Administration's goal is to end past
Ending practices and to attempt to create
The
noninfiationary
economy.
Administration recognizes that short term
Problems must be endured before the long
lerm benefits occur. Soaring interest rates
and negative
reations in the stock market
afe some of the possible dangers of his plan
'fore ii begins to work. Reagan says that
'Kession must be borne as the price of
H term benefits:'
In

than five years, giving them a betlerchancc
at finding another job.

The only safety for either power is
worldwide disarmament, or guaranteed
Reagan's proposed
equality of forces.
defense spending seeks to reach the latter,
he only realistic goal. This military budget
will probably be trimmed by the left, but as
William E. Buckley pointsout, where were
all
"when Democratic
these liberals
Congressmen were passing all those money
bills and when we were falling so far behind
the Soviet Union in tactical and strategic
I

weapons?"

Chemical Warfare: The Next Step
Bv Nicholas Kalm

President Reagan submitted a
proposal to Congress which would
authorize production of a new network of
offensive chemical weapons. Before this
announcement there had been a
weapon
on chemical
moratorium
I

ast

w

eck

,

13-ye-

ar

prod ucl ion ordered by President Nixon.

protests

The issue of chemical weapons is not
new. Slate Department officials report that
the Soviet Union has been manufacturing
chemical w eapons for the last twenty years
prompted Monday's
What
so.
or
Administration decision, however, has
been the recent useof these weapons by the
Soviet-backegovernments of Vietnam
and Kampuchea.

this decision will pass by unnoticed? After
all, Ihe weapons will never be installed on
American soil. The victims of a chemical
attack will be European civilians, as thereis
virtually no way to control the spread of

d

implementing

Reagan

a

The secondgoaloftheReagan
Administration is to reduce the size of the
ernment.
Eliminating many social
fjrgrams is a large step in this direction.
Keagan
has proposed to transfer other
social programs
totheindividualstates. To
Aleve this
objective Reagan will impose
R.l.F. (reduction
which
in force)
" Welcomed
by taxpayers but feared by
"total employees.
However, many of the
' Fvictims have found that ihey are
.
lcto find jobs in the private sector. The
maioriiy 0f thosc
aid off are federal
tmp'yees who have been employed less
-

This Week's
Furor in Israel The Isreali Knesset
Presideni
approved
overwhelmingly
Menachem Bcgin's speech lashing out at
U.S.
Ihe proposed sale of advanced
fighter jets to Jordan. Bcgin's proposal to
demand clarification of "confusing"
American foreign policy was approved by
a vote of S8 to 3. Opposition leader
Shimon Peres expressed his support for
Begin, sav ing Israel must determine if the
U.S. is willing lo sacrifice ils "special
relationship" with Israel for broader
political interests in the Middle East.

nationalize
lo
moves
I ranee
economy The French government began
of its
to nationalize various sectors
economy. The takeovers will al'lect the
banking and corporate industries. Tins

s",

Headlines
that it
approach
promotes a radically different solution to
worldwide recession.
is

revolutionary

in

Union presents ils own federal huduei
proposal The executive committee of
the At I CIO met this week and unveiled
for federal exproposals
own
ils
penditures. The union proposed to raise
a 5?o
an additional S43 billion with
personal income "surtax," and a 10
corporate income surtax, and lo save S20
and
billion bv closing tax loopholes
cuts.
limit inn individual savings from lax
These "additional revenues, the union
suited, would replenish the $43 billion
dollars in cuts proposed by Reagan.
--

"If death in a nuclear
holocaust is frightening,
then

painful

a

death should

in Europe, can the Reagan
Administration be so naive as to think that

thesetoxicgasses.
Finally, it must be remembered that once
chemical weapons are introduced on a
bilaicral level, there will be no verifiable
way to insure any later reduction in their
Whereas theater nuclear
deployment.

chemical
be equally

".

A

pre-mixe-

anti-nucle-

ar

.

theater
could

nuclear

...

be
viewed from reconaissance
planes and satellites, (but)
chemical weapons can be
hidden in any building,

so."
President Reagan claims lhat the $700
million decision isessential to the "national
be
must
assertion
This
interest".
questioned. The percentage of the funding
to go towards more extensive uniform
protection for American soldiers is admittedly high. Nevertheless, a significant
porlion is slated for a new binary chemical
bomb. What is new about these weapons is
d
Ihe fact lhat ihe old bombs had
nerve agenis which caused paralysis and
death on contact. The binary weapons
feature two separate chemicals which mix
immediately before launch. The American
people need a more adequate explanation
for the necessity of such a move. More
importantly, aficr last year's

.

weapons

anywhere."
a- -

weapons could, if agreed upon, be viewed
from reconaissance planes and satellites,
chemical weapons can be hidden in any
building, anywhere.

Hopefully, Congressional and public
support can be marshalled to turn back this
decision. Ifdeathinanuclear
holocaust is frightening, then a painful,
chemical death should bcequally so.
ill-conside-

red

Faculty Lectureships Presents
from telephone pitches from professional
lectureagents.
Faculty Lectureships is funded outof the
general college budget. Mr. Daniel justifies
this expenditure by saying, "Because of
Kenyon's isolation, we neerffaces from the
outside world." Indeed, the Committee has
brought us some notable and interesting
faces, and will continue to do so. Coming
this semester are actor and feminist Alan
Alda, legislators Sarah Weddington and
Julian Bond, and author Tillie Olsen, just
to name a few. Tonight, in fact, Facrlty
Lectureships will presenting a movie,
"Saudi Arabia Today," introduced by
Professor Denis Baly, at 8:00in the Biology
Auditorium.
Just by looking at these few Lectureship
events, the intellectual and cultural opportunities brought to us by theCommittee
are obvious. While Directors of Lectureships Robert Daniel cannot give an
offhand estimate of attendance at such
events, it is apparent to this reporter that a
fairly large segment of the Gambier
population has caught on to the fact that
attending these events can be well worth the
time taken fromworkorplav.
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Professor Robert Daniel, director of Faculty
Lectureships.

ByKimGeiger
"Faculty Lectureships' Presents" is a
phrase seen often on bulletin boards
around campus. The Faculty Lectureships
Committee does indeed provide the
Gambier community with quite a few
opportunities to hear and think about the
experiences and opinions of a broad range
of speakers. However, the Committeedoes
not limititself tolectures; italsosponsorsor
films, art exibitions, the Gund
Concerts, andtheGambier Folk Festival.
The Faculty Lectureships Committee
itslef is made up of representatives of the
administration, the community, and of
course, the faculty. With this kind of
diversity, everyone is sure to be pleased by
the Committee's choices at least someof the
time. Membersof theCommitteeareSusan
Spaid, Richard Kipp, Dean Karen
Williamson, and professors Joyce Parr,
Frank Yow, Linda Smolak, Steven Averill,
and Robert Daniel, the director of Lectureships. These people meet oncea month
to propose speakers and vote on which
events to sponsor. Suggestions also come
from other faculty members, as well as
co-spons-
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Watch for the following lecturers:

ors

Denis

Baly--"Sau-

di

Arabia Today"

Alan Alda
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This Week's Projections

&cy

The Desperate Hours
by
The Desperate Hours. Directed
William Wyler. With Humphrey Bogart,
Frederic March, Arthur Kenedy, Martha
Scott, Dewey Martin, Gig Young, Robert
Middleton, and Richard Eyer. 1955,
BW, 12 min. Wednesday, 10:00, Rosse.
1

Desperate Hours pits society
against nonsociety in a microcosm of
nerves and endurance: Bogart, Kennedy,
and Middleton are escaped convicts who
of March
violate the
and his family. Joseph Haye's book about
an
terrorizing
three
gangsters
a
family
becomes
Indianapolis
melodrama of thrills and jabs under the
tight direction of veteran William Wyler.
Based on a true incident, this
works largely due to the
tuning Wyler does with the already fine
cast. Bogart as the lead convict is a man
without, contrasting and complimenting
the dignified citizen, homeowner, and
family man March.
The same relationship between sane
and insane is carried down through the
members of both sides, ending with the
oversized brat (Middleton) compared to
son (Eyer). This essential
the
conflict and the "what ifs" premise instill
this picture with enough entertainment to
leave viewers strained but satisfied. N.S.
The

home-sweet-hom-

Storm Cellar's Outlook Sunny

Kagemusha
by Akira
Directed
by
Akira
Kurosawa. Screenplay
Kurosawa and Maseto Ide. Starring
Tatsuya Nakadai, Tsutomu Yamazaki,
Kenichi Hagiwara, Jinpachi Nezu. 1980,
Japanese wEnglish subtitles, 159 min.
Kagemusha is quite unlike anything
Akira Kurosawa has done before, it
almost seems that in Kagemusha, the old
master has passed far beyond the conventional pale of dramatic action and
moral questions; Kurosawa is detached,
fascinated by movements of huge masses
of man rather than individuals.
Kagemusha is grand, sweeping, cool,
sometimes almost abstract in its images of
mounted soldiers galloping across flaming
sunsets and cold seascapes. Set in
century Japan, three warlords
are struggling for power, and in the
process are denuding the countryside.
Kagemusha ("shadow
or
warrior"
"shadow of a warrior") refers to a petty
thief (Nakadai) who is saved from
crucifixion because of his uncanny
resemblance to the strongest of the three
warlords. When the warlord is killed by a
sniper's bullets, his comrades hush up his
death and put the thief - Kagemusha - on
the throne, hoping to gain time and
discourage immediate attack.
mid-sixteen-
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The actual plot of the film is extremely
convoluted - watch the subtitles carefully
s
(the
and the presence of three
being the old warlord's son) is
sometimes confusing, to say the least.
One comes away from Kagemusha
awestruck by the brillance of Kurosawa's
individual images, which cumulatively
imbue Kagemusha with a ghostly beauty
that few directors have come near, let
alone equalled. The great, catastrophic
battle that climaxes the film is violent,
eerie,
beautiful, and disturbing.
Kurosawa was 70 years old when he made
this film and he has never been better.
V.C.
--

look-alike-
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Jean Wyatt stands by her now familiar Storm Cellar showca
By Molly Donnelly
Seven years ago with an inventory of
forty blouses, thirty pairs of pants and
four hundred dollars worth of jewerly,
Jean Wyatt opened the Storm Cellar. At
21, Jean began her enterprise with her
savings from a two year job, a small bank
loan, fifty dollars worth of old lumber for
display cabinets and a small basement
room rented from Mr. Hayes.
At
first
the
basement location
presented a challenge. One of her hardest

problems wasattractingcustomers.

Jean remembers starting the business
about three contracts in the
wholesale market and one rack of merchandise. Today Jean's wholesale contacts have escalated from three to over
three hundred. She employs four college
students to help manage the store.
Though 50 percent of its customers are
students, the Storm Cellar does have quite
a following among faculty, Gambier, and
Mount Vernon residents.
The Storm Cellar's stock over the years
has been tailored to fit students' tastes.
Originally the Storm Cellar carried both
men's and women's clothing but Jean
found that the Kenyon men that did shop
at the Storm Cellar were too picky and
with

e

one-side-

d

the more distressing
moments occurs
when Scott uses a lamp to bludgeon
a
porn-filmmake-

Hardcore

r.

film,

but

impart

is

the

message

is

a flawed

it attempts

disturbing and important.

to
J

j

ie

Kagemusha.

TillieOlsen

Periscope

0

part-tim-

cord. The girls on display resemble
chunks of meat more than human beings
and this produces a
portrayal of
these victims. But Hardcore is
without its terrifying sequences; one "of

e

play-turned-mov-

Julian Bond

v-

Janet Leigh stars as a young woman who
absconds with $40,000 of her boss' money
in order to satisfy the anxieties of her love
(Gavin). While running on the lam, she
elects to stop at an isolated hotel owned by a
taxidermist, played in suitable
macabre fashion by Anthony Perkins. She
discovers too late, that the young man's
a
nasty
has
mother
psychopathic
propensity tocommit murder.

ten-year-o- ld

Sarah Weldington

4

17

eventually discontinued the men's line.
Since then Jean has worked on building
up the women's section. The addition of
the showcase
which
Jean and her
husband built has been a plus. The store is
now able to attract the "impulse buyer."
Once lured into the store, the buyer is
faced with a room overflowing with
everything from spring dresses to kites.
When Jean looks back on her start she
claims it's a joke to think of owning a
store with only four dresses. Now she is
not even able to fit half her merchandise
into the store.
When asked what she thinks of business
opportunities in Gambier, Jean feels that
there is a "definite need for small
businesses in town." Though she would
like to cater to more students and community tastes, especially children, she is
limited spacewise. The only possibility is a
room adjacent to the Storm Cellar. The
room once housed the town's dry cleaners
and is now the home of the Kokosingers.
Regard'ess of its size, the Storm Cellar
has proved quite prosperous. From an
enterprise that started out with an ambitious twenty-onyear old, a minimal
amount of funds and a single rack of
merchandise, the Storm Cellar has certainly grown.
e

Psycho
Psycho. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Starring Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles,
John Gavin, Janet Leigh, Martin Balsam.
1960.BW, 109min.
K.F.S.' Alfred Hitchcock seriescomesto
a horrifying climax in Psycho. Created by
many critics as a grisly effort, Psycho has
nevertheless been accepted overtheyears as
one of Hitchcock's best suspense fims.

The

Aclassic scene from Psycho.
g
certainly the most
movie Hitchcock ever
produced, but it is unlike the recent copy of
"Mad Slasher" films such as Halloween
and Friday the 13lh. Whereas these relied
on the shock value of decapitations and
copious amounts of blood, Hitchcock
utilizesour own imagination, coupled with
a frightening Bernard Herrmann score. In
the infamous shower sequence, for instance, at no time does the knife touch the
girl's body. Yet the horror that Hitchcock
elicited in that scene is both universal and
unmistakeable. Our own ingrained fears of
being brutally stabbed to death are more
salient and
than any amount
of studio blood disgorged for a hapless
victim's body. To paraphrase Hitchcock,
badly no doubt, suspense is not having the
hero ascend a staircase to be suddenly
confronted by an unexpected murderer;
instead, suspense is having him walk up the
stairs while the audience knows that the
murderer is waiting for him. It is Hitchcock's reliance on this philosophy which
makes Psycho an emotionally draining
masterpiece. J.T.

This
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Three Days of the Condor

stomach-wrenchin-

fear-invoki-

ng

Hardcore
Hardcore. Directed by Paul Schrader.
Starring George C. Scott, Ilah Davis,
Peter Boyle, 1979, 105 min.
In a way, it's a shame. Hardcore could
have been a gripping, powerful portrait
of an innocent man's journey through the
seamy
underside of American life.
Unfortunately, the impression on viewing
this film is not one of revulsion. Rather, it
is more a sense of passivity and disinterest.
Nevertheless, George C. Scott is in
customary good form as a Grand Rapids
furniture manufacturer who sees off his
daughter (Davis) as she departs with her
Sunday-schoclassmates to take part in a
Calvinist youth convention. Some time
later, Scott is notified that she has
disappeared. Following her trail to Los
Angeles, he enlists the aid of a private
detective (Boyle)
to determine
her
whereabouts. When the detective appears
at the doorway bearing an 8 mm pornographic film in which the daughter was
apparently forced to appear, the father
once again begins a search to locate her.
The trip takes him into the repulsive world
of streets and sex shops.

Three Days of the Condor. Directed by
Sidney Pollack. Starring Robert Redford,
Faye Dunaway, Cliff Robertson, Max Von

Sydow, John Houseman. 1975, 118 min.
Tues., Feb. 23 and Thurs., Feb. 25, Rosse.
The "American Literary Historical
Society" might sound like a new alliance
between Kenyon's History and English
Department, but in Three Days of the
Condor, it is a cover operation for the
Central Intelligence Agency. Redford plays
intellectual
a bookish and casually-dressenamed Turner who works for the CIA
under he code name "Condor." He
analyzes all sorts of fictional literature for
possibltMeaks of spy methodology by
unwittingauthors.
d

In the course of his mundane investigations,
he stumbles upon some
information.
potentially
dangerous
Nonchantly going off to lunch, he returns
to find all of his fellow workers literally shot
bullets.
in cold blood with
Recognizing his own danger, he goes into
hiding with a beautiful hostage (Dunaway).
Here the movie becomes a showcasefor all
kinds of spy skullduggery and electronic
gimmickry.
ice-pell-

everyone criticized
During the
the CIA, but Three Days of the Condoni
not an expose of its questionable practice.
Rather, the film is a typical spy thriller with
intriguing technological devices and
mysterious killings. The undemanding
roles are capably handled by the
cast. Their performances help the film
effortlessly createthe sense of unrealityand
isolation in which undercover government
agencies function. T.T.
mid-70-
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GoingoutofBusinessSale!

the Mt. Vernon
Shopping Plaza
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on February 21. (Clothing department is moving to South
Main

Street)
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The idea here is interesting, but
Schrader's direction never makes us
sufficiently immersed in the atmosphere
of the streets to strike a harsh emotional
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Swiss Chamber Orchestra TriumphsTn Rosse
hllcn Watson

hirmonies
Th
orchestra's was ab- ....... ; ,
solutely
flawless
After having t0 lake scvera, bows
(o
yy ...c aucience, the group moved to a
"""--in
1877, the Suite for
L,,
milliner Orchestra by Leos
Janacek.
ri.
mms piece was more
obscure to the
contained a variety of
, ,
,'
styles
wh,ch
belter displaved the range of
talent contained in each
section. The
baroque regularity or Mozart had given
way to a juxtaposition of
sounds, creating
musical effects which ranged from the
ethereal muted violins in the first Adagio
to the full volum and rapid
movement of
the Presto. The performance was
still
perfect, but individual performers began
to stand out, in solos and passages
highlighting individual sections. Carols
Conrad, the principal cellist, was notable
not only for his amiable stage personality,
but also for an outstanding solo in the
second Adagoi movement.
He played
with volume, richness, and clarity rarely
achieved on the upper part of the cello's
fingerboard. What distinguished
his
playing above all, though, was its extraordinary feeling. Antonio Nunez, the
group's concertmaster, also did a fine job
of leading his section and the group. He
mixed authority with dramatic flourishes,
to show that he truly enjoyed the music.
.-.'-

By

crowd gathered in Rosse
last Thursday night for a concert bv
Chamber orchestra, the second
lhf Swiss
Gund Concert of the
jnj final George
The Swiss Chamber Orchestra is a
iC3ionjroup of young musicians from other
juiss orchestras and chamber groups,
concertmasters of their
j,jny of them
instrument. The group was founded three
tars ago.and is currently on its first tour
arrived at
jf North America. They
Kenyon following a concert at the Toledo
fairly large

0

-

Institute.
their Kenyon performance, the
jroiip chose a program spanning three
and including three distinctly
enturies,
styles.
They began with
different
Mozart's Symphony in D Major, K. 136.
bars, this group's
the first
from
ability
transfixed
the
Phenomenal
iudience. The tone quality, especially in
marked with the
he lower strings, was
Vt

for

clarity,

and
smoothness
master recording disc-ostereo. The sections
unison, even on turns
piece, written
and trills. The Mozart
1770, showed
off the group's
around
ensemble abilities with its counterpoint,
melodies, and traditional
repeated
richness,

characteristic of a
a
plaved in absolute
high-quali-

n

ty

a rousing
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Swiss Chamber Orchestra in Concert

The group was called from backstage for
several bows after this piece as well.
Following
intermission,
the group

finished with Divertimento for Strings
written in 1939 by Bela Bartok. Bartok is
marked by discords, irregular rhythms,
and sudden breaks into new themes!
Bartok experiments
with an infinite
variety of textures in his music. Because it
is so modern, the music is
almost impossible to play with beauty, but beauty is
the one thing this orchestra had above all.

Srt tfitto

ki

Earlier in the concert, it almost seemed as
if the group had lost artistic spirit by
playing so faultlessly, but in this piece the
perfection was what made the difference
between music and chaos. The piece
required great feeling, to make the swift
changes, and even greater directing skills
by the section leaders, to make entrances
and cut-off- s
together. The orchestra no
longer seemed like a
d
Swiss
clock; the personalities of the players
began to emerge. The piece finished with
well-tune-

Allegro Assai.
Assai, which contain
Alleero
contained
more solos, many full unison passages,
some places purely for showing off, and a
finale in which the concertmaster was
almost dancing. The audience was drawn
in by the sheer fun the members were
having. Although it was a vastly different
style, they played this piece with the same
excellence of the other two works. With
one flourish of their upheld bows, a
trademark of this group, the concert was
finished.
However, after the audience called
them back for three curtain calls and
showed no signs of stopping their cheers
and applause, the orchestra sat down for
one encore. They played Tchaikovsky's
Serenade in C Major, which begins with a
single
soft note from
the violins,
developing into a gorgeous lullaby. The
theme becomes faster, and the upper
strings have a pizzacato workout, while
the cello section takes the melody. The
piece finished with a broad maestoso,
accelerating to the end. After more applause and cheers, the orchestra left the
stage. The Swiss Chamer Orchestra, with
their precision, passion, and exquisite
ensemble skills, is destined for much
greater fame. Many thanks should go to
Kenyon,
the Gund Foundation, and
Faculty Lectureships
for bringing this
stunning performance to us.

Garden Flourishes in Bolton
By Robert Bennett

Howard Hansen's Norman is a
completely
caddish, lithe
assistant librarian, amiable in his first
appearance, appreciative of the better
human qualities, but finally tiresome as
he purposely drives his car into his
brother-in-law's
to prolong the weekend.
He spends his days like a large unmanageable dog, his wife asserts , whom
one must lock up to prevent him from
slobbering all over the guests, and his
nights in bed whose purpose he doesn't
see as sleeping, propped on one elbow like
a perfect gentleman. His drunken appeal
to Reg to come away with him and experience grass, and trees, reminiscent of
the "bourgin" speech under the swing in
Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf, is
perhaps the best men's moment in the
play, andelevates Reg to someone more
vital than he first appears. Jonah Maidoff
as Reg strides onto the set muttering "eh"
and proclaiming that it's a perfect afternoon to knock a ball around, and we
wish the character would go away. But
eventually,
when he wipes his greasy
hands across his shirt, expressly contradicting the orders of his wife, whom he
loathes, we come to appreciate him and
feel that, like Norman, he might eventually beat the dishes to pieces with a
steak tenderizer.
Lisa Disch, as Sarah, loathes her
husband in turn, and spends her every
waking moment, in elegant chic apparel,
expending all her energy righting trivial
self-centere- d,

n
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Peter Brown

Writing on the Wall...
ByMallor) Cremin
been to Colburn Gallery
Until February 28 a show of original
ork by the photographer Peter Brown is
onexhibit in conjunction with an exhibition
of collages
by David Burkett. The show
consists of a series
of nineteen color
photographs
each with its own ac
companying text. It is rare to have a group
of photographs combined with writings by
the photographer,
and this is new for Peter
Brown as well. Peter was on campus togive
J gallery talk on Monday and Tuesday of
last week (Feb 8 & 9). He gave a brief
in the gallery encouraging his
audience to criticize and appraise his show.
'ethen moved into the seminar room to
w slides of his past work in photography
nd he talked
about the development of his
current work, which is on exhibit. The last
part of his discussion centrated on slides
of his current work during which he read
aloud the accompanying passages. He
eagerly sought the criticism and ideas of
others, and the responses varied widely
'ram appreciation
to disapproval. The
fost common response was that viewing a
larger version of the picture, while hearing
'I
text, helped the two mediums to
complement and expand each other. Peter
Have you

lately?

in-ttoduct-

ion

The Sweet
The best
7

Shoppe

chocolates in town"

West Vine

Street.

Mount Vernon
Now

available at the
Kenyon Bookstore

Brown's pictures and stories contain a sort
of enigma which unfolds each time you
return to them, so that new details in the
photo reveal themselves and you begin to
understand the subtle reference in the text.
The exhibit is very interesting because one
must work with the alluded connections
betw een text and photo.
Peter Brown took up photography as a
graduate student at Stanford University.
He comes from a west coast tradition of
unmanipulated photographs, true to
reality. His work exemplifies this simplistic
tradition. From the beginning, Peter was
intrigued by light reflections and patterns
for his subjects. He sensed a dreamlike
quality brought across by light, especially
in black and white. As Peter expanded his
ideas of the narrative quality in a
photograph, he switched to larger 6x7
format in order to express the particular
moods he felt. Heconcentrated on working
indoors with simple and formal compositions utilizing the same factors such as
shapes, windows etc. Peter's
light,
references to religious and spiritual themes
can be traced back to a family history of
churchministers.
As Peter Brown experimented, his
spacial dimensions got flatter as his work
got more abstract, which he was not happy
about. He wanted to convey more than
simple abstract shapes, so he turned to
color. The old simplicity was getting too
arty. In color the objects are more real and
identifiable. For his subjects, he turned to
ordinary and mundane household objects.
formality in
In a sense he has returned for
i.e. the
unmanipulated
are
subjects
his
that
and food
bed unmade, unwashed plates
leftovers. Hisconcern iswith adifferentset
a world
of emotions. He is representing
which peoplecanrelateto.
continued on page eight
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Celia Scdwick's splendid set, an English
country house and garden, captivated
audiences
at the Bolton theater last
th-- 1
weekend (February
3th). The house
was complete down to cottage roof, bay
window, and elaborate gutter system; the
flagstone terrace surrounded by potted
plants and an attractive wall opened onto
a vista commanded
by the statue of a
Greek god surrounded by particularly
clinging ivy. Those who hoped for a play
worthy of the setting were not disappointed. Round and Round the Garden is
a funny play brought to hilarity through
Tom Turgeon's direction and the fine
acting of the six members of the cast and
the cat. Turgson's experience directing
French comedy seemed instrumental in
establishing the crisp pacing that made the
play engaging.
What has some of the outward signs of
a jolly family weekend is in fact anything
but. Annie, whose life is buried in the care
of an elderly, infirm mother, has succumbed to the blandishments of Norman,
the husband of her sister, Ruth, and plans
a weekend away with him, to try to create
for herself something approximating the
torrid romances her mother insists she
read aloud to her. The old lady's raciness
hasn't rubbed off much on Annie, but has
affected her brother, Reg, now something
of a voyeur, who arrives with his icy wife
Sarah to spell Annie. When Sarah
discovers Annie and Norman's plans, she
persuades Annie to give them up. Norman
stays on nonetheless, to attempt to seduce
both Annie and Sarah, and eventually
Ruth, whom Sarah calls in. He also gives
advice on "how to be a caveman" to
Tom, Annie's mousy frequent visitor.
Norman rolls around the garden with
each of the women in turn; Tom develops
a sudden passion for Ruth and Reg does
dishes and fixes cars.
Tom and the cat are alone in the garden
as the play begins. Kevin Schocy's Tom is
abstracted veterinarian,
an absent-minde- d
a sweet parasite who has for eyars
assumed that Annie's home and interests
are his without noticing that this is the
case, schoch's continuing ineffectual
hand-wavin- g
makes his seem a sort of
Robert Morley and quickly establishes
that he does not have an aggressive bone
as Norman later apin his body,
preciatively remarks. Schoch makes him a
good sort, as is readily apparent when
Ruth accepts his arranging her folding
chair without biting his head off. If his
mannerisms seem slightly overdone, they
help to establish that he is also boring.
Annie, left at the end of the play with his
1

half-hearte-

d

1

proposal

of

marriage,

realizes that although she has been
playing with fire planning the weekend,
there's no fire in Tom. Julie CURTIS
PLAYS Annie with a beautiful sweet
vulnerability. Where Tom wags his
hands, Annie circles her feet to establish
her gawkiness and display her tennis
As the
sneakers and baggy trousers.
person in the household most capable of
displaying ordinary human affection, she
is exceptionally touching; as a natural wit,
she is a delight. But then the women seem
to get the best of Aychbourn's characterizations in this play. Annie's skirt,
finally donned for feminine effect and
still somewhat jarring, might have been
Mitthe most memorable of Deborah
chell's costumes were it not for Norman's
blue pajamas, covered with male symbols.

--

U

(--
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situations or (usually) ordering her
husband to: "Carry this bag in." "Or
course the fuse wire's on the second
shelf." When her stark fury melts to
Norman's ardor we see the Catholicity of
Norman's taste in women. She is properly
played as bitchy, whereas Ruth might be
but is not. Allison Jannie's Ruth, the
most memorable character in the play, is
blind
glasses,
without
her
earthy,
sophisticated, vital,
and
vain. It is her house and her furniture,
and she puts up with Norman, who comes
and goes from time to time. As she strides
after Tom brandishing a cigarette,
wrestles her chair into a sort of submission, and explains to Annie what
Annie really wants, we admire her and
come close to loving her a bit of Annie's
vulnerability has rubbed off on her older
sister.
In sum, a wonderful evening, brilliant
and pointed, and like many a comedy,
leaving a somewhat bitter after-tastWe
have spent our time laughing at character
sengaged n infidelity as a cure for lechery,
priggishness,
marriage, or at best
lonliness and self-pitAnnie, whom we
most care about, is deprived of
and as alone IN Tom;s
presence as she ever was. Round and
Round the Garden one of three plays
making up the interlocking series called
The Norman Conquestsvnllen in 1975, is
indeed a funny play, but only because our
own everyday lives are full of clowns.
self-assure-

d,

e.

y.

self-fulfillme- nt
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Julie Curtis, Howard Hansen, and Jonah Maidoff in Round and Round the Garden

Dance Concert Coming
The Kenyon College Drama Departa modern dance
ment is presenting
featuring TempleBucek and
concert
Dancers at 8 p.m., Feb. 19 and 20 in the
Bolton Theater.
The concert will include the premiere of
four new works by Kenyon faculty
members Stacy Temple and Loren Bucek.
The concert includes the following peices:
"Toto I've a Feeling We're Not in Kansas
Anymore," a humorous look at the ways
in which we view relationships as we get
It's choregraphed to Beatle's
older.
songs "Twist and Shout," "Eight Days

Love Her";
incorporating
walkman units and dancers to
SONY
match. "Landscapes, From an Album of
Landscapes," consists of a trio dancing to
a

Week,"

"And

"Walk. ..Man,"

a

I

trio

an original score composed by Jason
Starr. The music features two flutes and a
vibraphone, finally, "Watercolors 5,"
choreographed by Loren Bucek to the
"Song of India" arranged by Tommy
Dorsey and R. Bone is a playful view of
children's fantasies.
The cast of the concert includes Anne
Austen, Loren Bucek, Jackie Calderone,
Dills, Josephine Grant, Linda
Ann

Krohn,

Allison

Janney,

Tomoko

Nakagawa, Jannet Parrott and Stacey
Temple.
Stacey Temple, one of the arrangers of
the dance, is a member of the Kenyon
drama and dance department and has
in Denver's
been an
Changing Scene Theatre. Following her
performance in a concert at Cunningham
Studio last spring she was described in
"Dance Magazine" as ambitious. ..and
showing inspiration to match."
Loren Bucek, also an arranger and
is a recent
Kenyon faculty member,
graduate of The Ohio State University
dance independently in
and teaches
Columbus. She also teaches dance at the
Ballet Metropolitan in Columbus. Last
spring her work, "Unspoken. ..Too," was
selected for the second annual Ohio
choreographers showcase presented by
Ballet Metropolitan.
Composer Jason Starr has written
music for The Prism Contemporary
Music Ensemble in Hartford, as well as
for New York City choregrapher Sasha
Speilvogel's premiere at the Open Eye
Theatre, and for various films and for
cultural television.
p.m.
Tickets are available from
daily except Sunday in the Bolton Theater
Box Office.
artist-in-residen-

ce

1-
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Some Smart Advice From A
By Bob

Warburton

The Kenyon baseball players were busy
throwing the ball around, loosening up
their arms, when Bob Feller came into the
gym. He had hung up his jacket and tie
for the moment, and was dressed in his
dark blue Cleveland Indians uniform,
bearing the big No. 19 on his back.
After Feller briefly addressed the entire
squad, the Kenyon pitchers and catchers
'How
gathered around in a
have we got here?,' he
many
semi-circl-

left-hande-

e.

rs

asked.
"None,"theplayersanswered.
"Well then," Feller responded, "now I
know that we are definitely on the same
wavelength here."

And indeed they were. The Kenyon
ball players and their special guest enjoyed total communication. Feller was the
voice of success. A Hall of F"amer, the
man selected as the greatest living right-hande- d
pitcher, was giving advice and
rattling off a lot of feelings about
America's national pasttime. The young
men listened attentively.
"Professional sports is a great thing,"
Feller said. "It can give a young man plenty
of satisfaction and plenty of security. I've
had both. If you're in better shape than
your adversary - whether it's war, peace, or
a ball game - it gives you confidence and an
advantage. You're probably going to
succeed more times than you're going to

fail."

Feller spoke purely from personal
experience. 'Baseball is super. It's only a
game, but if you really want to win, then
its a business. It was a business to me, it
always was ever since I was five years old.
But I also had a lot of fun.'
'Remember,' he told the Kenyon
pitchers, 'nothing is going to happen
You're the
while you've got the ball.

boss.'

There was no doubt. When Feller was
on the mound, he was the boss. Through
16 seasons with the Indians, he won 266
games and struck out 2,581 men. Feller
won many awards, made manv friends'

andhadalotoffun.
Feller has been retired for almost 30
years, but he still does a lot of work for
the Cleveland organization. 'I do a lot of
public speaking," he said, "visit our farm
clubs all across the country, and this year
I'm going to do cable TV broadcasting on
26 games.
I'll be doing the color com-

mentary.

'

One week from now, Feller will report
to the Indians camp in Tucson, Arizona
where he will help coach the pitchers in
spring training.
'I'll work with Mel
Queen, the pitching coach, like I did last
year,' Feller said. They'll probably have
me doing a lot more than I did last year.
They have a lot of talent down there. We
should have five good starters. I think the
Indians are going to be in good shape. I
think we're going to be very competitive.'

Feller keeps in close touch with the
changing game of baseball, and like
everyone else, he has an opinion about the
high salaries that today's ball players
earn. Above all, he says, he has no fear
about any possible demise of the sport.
'These salaries are all going to be paid
for by cable TV. I think that five years
from now you won't get anymore free
television. This doesn't bother me at all,
these players making all this money. It's a
short career and only a few of them are
making this kind of money."
"1 was paid very well, along with my
contemporaries," Feller continued. The
journeyman players, then fellows that are
getting silvers in the bottom of their
trousers, are the ones that are making out
now. They have great pension plans, great
benefits, they have a lot of security. The
journeyman players are making out like
bandits."
'It's a great era for the athlete. But it s
going

to

come

to

a

screeching

halt

really hope it does not. I
someday.
think everybody is going to make a lot
more from sports. It's show business
Of
now.
It's very commercialized.
course, there's nobody hitting the owners
over the head with a ball bat to make
kind of salaries.'
these
pay
them
The Indians start spring training next
week, and the season opener is less than
two months away. At this time of year,
Feller's memories come clearly into focus.
In most cases, he can remember exact
date, the place, the situation and the
opponent of any given feat. It is easy for
I

Feller to name the biggest thrill he ever

received.
'The Hall of Fame was of course very
important to me,' Feller explained, 'it
was a great thrill and it gave me a con

Wednesday, February

Hall of Famer
mark. He broke the major league record
one vear later by striking out 18 Detroit
Tigers. In 1939, Feller reeled off 24 wins,
becoming the only pitcher in major league
history to win 20 or more before turning
age

21

, v

.

On December 9,1941. just two days
after ihe Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor,
Feller signed his enlistment papers and
joined the Navy. He left at the peak of his
career and spent 44 months overseas. 'I
Feller remembers, 'I
was classified
did not have to go. I was a farmer. But it
knew I should do.'
was something
Some experts figure that World War II
cost Feller 100 victories and an easily
e
strikeout
assessible shot at the
total. Looking back, he agrees with this
assessment. 'I was averaging about 25
wins a year at the time,' Feller explained.
'I won 27 in 1940 and 25 in'41. So I think
Also I think
100 wins would be fair.
maybe 1000 more strikeouts and maybe a
e r . '
n o- h i
3--

1

all-tim-

1

1

After VJ Day, the players came home
and Feller quickly proved that war service
took nothing off his fastball. He won his
r
first
start for the Indians, late in
the 1945 season, beating Detroit in a game
that attracted 70,000 fans to Cleveland
Municipal stadium.
In 1946, Feller enjoyed what hecalled his
"finest season ever." Rapid Robert fanned
348 batters, a new record, chalked up 26
wins and finished with a 2.18 Earned Run
Average.
'When I was at sea aboard the U.S.S.
Alabama, I tried hard to keep in shape. I
punched the bag and skipped a lot of rope
in the boiler room. I would play catch on
deck sometimes, and conditions permitting, worked out on the beach. After
post-wa-

no-h-

one-hitter-

it

s.

I

was selected as the greatest living

right-hande- d

pitcher.'
Success in the American League came
In his first
fast for young Bob Feller.
major league start (in 1936) he struck out
15

St. Louis Bowns.

He was only 17 years

old.

'All I remember about that game was
that the first hitter I faced was Lyn Lary
struck
and he was also the last hitter.
I
don't really
him out both times.
remember what happened in between.'
Later that season. Feller fanned 17
Philadelphia Athletics to set a new A.L.
I

Baseballs may have come a long way
since then, but Feller has his doubts about
some other equipment. He believes that
most equipment is much better, but says
that "they don't use good wood in bats
anymore," and that "there hasn't been a
good baseball shoe since 1941, when the
Spalding baseball factory in Brooklyn
converted to making boots for the war

effort."

the war,

1

was in very good physical

shape.'
Feller regained his status as one of the
A.L.'s top drawing cards. He filled ball
parks across the country, as fans fought
for tickets to watch him pile up strikeouts.
Rival owners prompted the Cleveland
Management to schedule Feller in their

cities.

The fastball made Bob Feller famous
and for years the fans and writers
wondered just how fast he could throw a
baseball. Portable JUGS guns were not
available in Feller's era, so more mundane
methods were used to time his deliveries.
He remembers these experiments well.

Ro-Fe-

-

-

-

-

-
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that the major leagues
today suffer from a dissolution of talent.
"There used to be 50 minor leagues, and
now there are 17; there used to be 16major
league teams, and now there are 26," he
pointed out. "There are probably just as
many good players around, but definitely
no more. The majors are now teaching the
fundamentals that used to be taught in
AAA.
"College ball doesn't train as well as the
minors," Feller continued, "although it
does a decent job. Defensively, players are
betier today, but don't think the hitting
and throwing are as good. Most players
now are only position players, who don't
ha vet he stamina of the
Looking back on his own career. Feller

Bob Feller during his playingd ws.
Bullet Bob was himself involved in the
war enlisting on December 9, 1941. He
entered the Navy in 1942 and w as the guncrew chief of the U.S.S. Alabama. At that
point he already had 109 big league wins,
and had led the A.L. in victories for three
straight years and in strikeouts for four.
Feller's distinguished stint in the Navy (he
was awarded eight battle stars) costs him
almost four seasons, and certainly kepi him
from reaching 300 career wins. He doesn't
regret those years in the service, though,
emphasizing that "there were alot more
important things than baseball going on in

thcworld."

I

old-timers-

."

cited as his biggest thrill the April 30, 1946
I 0 no-hi- t
win he recorded over the Yankees
in his first New York appearance. He also
recorded 348 strikeouts thai year, a mark
later broken by Koufax and Ryan.
--

continued on page seven
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Feller at his Monday leciure.

1946 in Washington, they used a
c
all at home plate and timed
me at 98.6. And once in Chicago, in 1940
or '41 , I came dow n to Lincoln Park and I
set up to throw a ball at a target. And they
had a motorcycle started about ten blocks
back going about 86 miles per hour. So I
warmed up and fired the ball and hit the
target. The ball beat the motorcycle by
three or four feet."
All through his career. Feller used an
outstanding curve ball to set up the high
hard one. '1 started throwing a curve ball
was about this high,' Feller said,
when
holding his hand about three feet above
'I had a real good one.'
the floor.
punch, it seemed
With this potent
thai Feller was capable of pitching a
every time he took the mound. He
hurled three, the first one coming in
Chicago, against the White Sox on
opening day 1940. It was the only no-heffort performed on opening day in

"In

photo-electri-

1-

-2

no-hitt-

er

it

history.

Six years later, in 1946, Feller twirled a
no-hmasterpiece against the New
York Yankees, at Yankee stadium. 'Not
many people know it but Bob Lemon was
playing center field for us that day,' Feller
remembers. "It was one of my biggest
1-

it

-0
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in the

barn.'

Feller looks back fondly at the glory
days in Cleveland, most important the
pennant winners of 1948 and 1954. '1
used to pitch a four day rotation. Now
you sec a lot of five day rotations. But
back then we had Wynn, Lemon, Garcia
and myself and we used a four man

rotation.'

1

3

L

Wecers

three

1

2

3

hurled

I

ConT

2

Young

Sandy Koufax had four, Nolan Rvan five.
But no pitcher in baseball history has
topped Fellers record of 11
performances. "Those all could've been
pretty easily," Feller said. "A
couple of swinging bunts, a couple of
really close plays, a couple of
pop flys."
Robert William Andrew Feller was
born on November 3, 1918, on a farm
near Van Meter, Iowa.
He grew up
learning the game of baseball, an activity
fully encouraged by his father. 'I would
play ball all year 'round. We had our own
field on the farm I used to live on. And in
the winter would throw the ball around
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moments on ihe field. It was the first
pitched at Yankee siadium.'
came in 1951 against
His third
the Detroit Tigers pitched in Cleveland.

THE VILLAGE

League
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Feller believes

Sox.

Feller began his career in Van Meter at a
young age, as he fondly recalls tossing a
baseball around with his father. "We used
to play catch in the barn a couple of times a
week. We threw the ball around all year,
even in the winter. If theballgot wet when it
snowed, we'd stick it in the oven and use
another until it got too wet to use. Then
we'd go back to the first one. Sometimes,"
he added with a smile, "we'd have to sew
the ball back together after batting practice, holding the seams together with wax."

1

-

DC-3'-

er

Feller's lifetime numbers include 266
wins and 2581 strikeouts, but perhaps his
most impressive statistics are his 484 starts
and his 279 complete games. As Feller
himself pointed in a Collegian interview
Monday, "pitchers don't have as much
pride in going the full nine innings
anymore. Of course, the relievers today are
also much better than they were in my
time."

In 1946, Feller became the first baseball
player to incorporate himself, establishing
nc. The label "incorporated" gave
l
him' tax advantages and enabled him to
make a fortune from endorsements, appearances, and clinics. Feller stressed that
he incorporated himself mainly to lay off
personal liability in the event of an accident
involving the
team he organized,
w hich travelled around the country with a
Negro League
team headed by the
immortal Satchel Paige. Feller did not want
s
to be personally liable if one of the
carrying the ballplayers crashed, and he
carried $5 million in insurance.
At that point. Feller was earning over
$80,000 a year, the most ever paid to a
pitcher, and his investments upped his
earnings to almost $150,000. He also had
substantial royalties from Wilson Sporting
Goods and General Mills (he endorsed
Whcalies).
All-St-

no-hitte- rs

no-hitt-
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Bullet Bob Feller's Perspective from 60'6"
B Martha Lorenz
1969
Budweiser
commercial
The
proclaimed, "they come from places like
Van Meter, Iowa and Alvin, Texas with
arms that fire bullets." The comparison
was supposed to be between young Texan
Nolan Ryan and one of baseball's more
prolific pitchers, Robert William Andrew
Feller. With all of Ryan's impressive
marks, he will be
strikeout and
hardpressed to match Feller's amazing
career.
The American League strikeout King
seven times, "Bullet Bob" fanned 15 St.
Louis Browns in his first start at the age of
17. His mark of 18 strikeouts in a single
game stood for almost 40 years, and his
98.6 mph fastball brought him a record 12
Feller also recorded three
(surpassed
only by Ryan and
Sandy Koufax), and he is the only pitcher
in major league history to fire a
on opening day, a feat he accomplished in
1940 at the expense of the Chicago White

1

C,'

"It's a great era for the athlete. But it's going to come
to a screeching halt someday. Of course, there's nobody
hitting the owners over the head to make them pay their
kind of salaries.
siderable amount of satisfaction. But my
biggest thrill ever happened in 1969 when

17, jo

GhostStory
Chariotsof Fire
On Golden Pond
loi tins weekend's movies,
see ad page four.
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Swimmers and Hoopsters

Enjoy Triumphant Week in February

Ladies Hunt for Title
By

Susan B. Smith

Today, the women's swimming team
tesins its annual trek to the state meet at

Page Seven

Basketball Squad Celebrates

glanced back, placing swimmers in
the
finals of every event. According to Coach
Burke it was "a close meet" hm kVnvnn

BvMarthaLorenz
r
..iIt leelsgreat."
That was the consensus opinion of the
,

with hopes of capturingtheirsixth
title in six years of existence.

Oberlin.

championship

The OSU Newark game ranks as one of
the most bizarre contests of iheseason. Not
a point was scored for the first four and a
half minutes, and Kenyon didn't get on the
board until 9:47 showed on the clock. At
that point the Ladies were down 15-but
they rallied to within 23-2- 0
at the half.
Newark, now 12-owned the second half,
outscoring Kenyon 42-2- 0
for a 65-4- 0
victory. Himmelright's 13 points led the
squad, but it was her
and
aggressive defense that really shone. Muller
had seven points and Charlotte Pillsbury
and Karla Weeks added six, while
and
freshman
Jane Smith
dominated the boards.

Himmelright had six steals, converting
several inlo full court lay-upSmith
grabbed eight rebounds, Salmon seven,
and Muller and Himmelright hauled in six
for a 46-3- 9
Kenyon victory.
s.

0,

women's team is far better than
lie original 1976 model. Composed ofuu
litcer group of impressive sw immers than
iJ year's squad, w hich boasted eight
and finished 26th at the AIAW
111
championships, the Ladies
Onision
anticipate ten to fifteen women making
national cuts at state. Yet what, you ask
Joes Kenyon have to replace the likes of
iuchan accomplished swimmer as Katrina
Singer '81. We "have more depth.," according to assistant coach Karen Burke.
We have a very strong group of fresh-naand a good group of returning
dimmers. We're also excited about the
nrospects of the diving this year. We have
Sharon Cassidy,
;hree divers this year
Kosanke, and Tracy
Ellen
Mary
All-vnerica-

ball-contr-

ns

'
--

-

where as last year we have only
moand the year before that only one."
Sash
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to head coach Jim Steen, the
to watch out for include Denison,
Oberlin. and Wooster: "Wooster has a
According

them twice this season. Oberlin
also has a good team and
think Denison
has probably the most improved team in
:he league."
1

Him-melrig-

ht

Himmelright got into early foul trouble
and didn't score any of her 17 points
against Lake Erie until the second half.
But surprisingly seven players took up the
slack and Kenyon won the battle of the
boards for 55-4- 2
win.
Salmon
sparked the offense with 13 points and
Muller had 12, but the Ladies' tenacious
defense really won the game. Sophomore
guard Kathy Corcoran, the team's most
reliable ball handler, was all over the
place on defense, especially
during
Kenyon's effective second half full court
n
press.
Co-Capta-

1

man-to-ma-

man-to-ma-

rebounding."
Looking ahead, the Ladies face
Reserve on Thursday in what
Martin expects to be "a very good game."
won last year's encounter
but
this time they're facing a hungry team
Case-Wesler-

in

C--

58-4-

W

n

4,

whose confidence is up. The Ladies' final
regular season game will be against
Otterbein, 75-5- 0
winners last year, on
February 20.

r

f

strong team, though we've

very

reaien

1

ol

man-to-ma-

earns

iery,

According to Coach Sandy Martin, the
squad "has been working very hard on
offensive rebounding." On Saturday, all
that hard work paid off in
offensive
rebounds and a 47-3- 7
win over Oberlin.
Salmon had a big day offensively and
defensively; in addition to her game-hig- h
19 points, she snagged 13 rebounds, four
steals, and had aggressive defensive play.
The entire
team has become very
harassing on defense, a fact Martin atn
tributes to the
full court
n
coverage. "Our
has been
it
more effective;
us
makes
more
aggressive, and has helped improve our

1,

This

t
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L

coach Burke echoed Steen's
reelings: "Wooster has strong swimmers
each event, but they don't have the
depth that we have. They beat us
l
diving last year. They have one good
Jiier this year, where as with three strong
Jiiers this year, we could
them
diving, a complete turn around from
Assistant

in

iner-al-

31

out-poi-

nt

in

islvear."

year's state meet victory proved
than the Ladies had anticipated.
grabbed an early lead and never

Last
easier
They

I?

!

"was in control throughout the competition."
This year's Division III Nationals are
scheduled for March

11-1-

3.

Feller Rates Best Players
from page six

mminued

Feller stated that superstar Ted Williams
the best hitter he ever faced, though the

as

left fielder had only limited success
Bullet Bob. Tommy Heinrich and
JoeDiMaggioof the Yankees also rate high
on Feller's list. Philadelphia's
Pete Rose,
"from the old school," and California
Angel Rod Carew rank as the finest hitters
around
today. Ryan, a "thrower" in
Feller's words, is a step behind Tom Seaver
and Steve Carlton, two
"certain" Hall of
Boston
igainst

innovative
of records.
Setter
businessman, Bob Feller has made an
indelible

impression

upon

the game of

baseball. His impressive achievements
from 60'6" earned him enshrinement in the
Hall or Fame in 1962, his first year of
Ninety-threpercent of the
eligibility.
ballots cast had Feller's name on them;
of the voters were
what the other 7
thinking about is anybody's guess, since no
pitcher was ever more deserving of the
honorthan Bullet Bob.
e

basketball team as it broke a
losing streak by defeating Lake
Erie and Oberlin. Now
the squad is
hopeful about its remaining threegames.
Before recording their two wins, the
with losses to
Ladies dropped to 2
Capital, Urbana, and OSUNewark.
Against Capital, Mary Salmon (14 points,
eight rebounds), Anne Himmelright (10,
seven), and Robin Muller (10 pts.) all
scored in double figures, but therest of the
team tallied only eight between them as
Kenyon lost 76-4Himmelright had another
sterling offensive performance against
Urbana, notching 26 points (20 in the
four Urbana
second half). However,
players hit for double figures to offset
Himmelright's display and come out on

I
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Ladies'

season-lon-
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2-1-

0-1-
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67-4-
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Feller also had a strong opin ion abou t the
controversial
designated hitter rule.
"Basically, I don't like it, but if they're
going to use it , they should use it at olevels .
It
makes the pitching records obsolete and
meaningless, and it didn't sell more tickets
iikeitsadvocates thought it would."

r:
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Co-Capta- in
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Famers.

Still
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ft

activeintheCleveland organization,

will coach the Indian pitching staff
year as he did last. He also does public

Feller
his

work, and will do commentary

relations

on Cleveland
able
Scheduled for 100 personal
Ppearances between now and Labor Day,
Wler hopes
tocombine his
Ws with his baseball work.
color work in 26 games
10-T-

V.

semi-weeklyT-

V

Lords Win First Home Meet
in Impressive Fashion
Last Friday night Marietta Collegemade
trip (two hours) to
the long trans-Ohi- o
Gambier and Wertheimer Fieldhouse fora
decidedly inauspicious track meet against
the Lords. Of the seventeen contested
events the Pioneers won only five, and so
Kenyon had its first home victory of the
year with an impressive 00-0- 0 score.

meter dash. His best performance may have
been the 53.1 finishinthe400meterswhere
he finished second to Kenyon's top spring
man, Fred Barends.
In the distance events Andrew Huggins
won the mile, 1,000 meters, and 3,000
meters to score an unexpected by welcome
k
for the Lords. Freshman middle-distanc- e
man Chris Norlhrup ran away
from the field in the 800 with a personal
best of 2:03.3, and John Nielson anchored
the 4 by 800 meter relay to victory to secure
Kenyon a sweep of the longer running
events.
hat-tric-

Prints,

Watercolors, Ceramics
for sale
at the

Junior
recovering
his season
the event
Kenyon to

HYPERBOREAN

GALLERY
102

North Ackland St.

open Sunday afternoon
and by appointment

a

co-capta- in

Miller,

Ross

from recent knee surgery, made
debut in the shot put by winning
with a toss of 42'3", leading
a sweep of the first three places.

In the triple jump Jim Balliett pulled out
third for the Lords, and then joined the

growling ranks of Kenyon's
athletes by repeating his third place finish in
the 500 meter run, in which freshman Dave
Watson and Dave Breg finished aclose first
and second. The prime example of a
Kenyon workhorse was sophomore Matt
Miller, who competed is six events during
the evening; including both spring relays,
the long and triple jump, the 400 and 55
all-purpo-

se

With the OAC Indoor Championship
still three weeks away the team looks as
though it's heading for the most successful
midway point in its season (the outdoor
championship is counted as the end of the
season) in Kenyon track history.
The Lords' next meet is at home this
Friday, against Wooster and Oberlin,

beginningat6:30.
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Phenomena
By

continued from page five

9,

fk

Gallery
Colburn medium
for Peter.

He
The text is a new
felt the existence of a picture was not
enough, so he decided to expand them by
writing descriptions. The stories are very
personal, full of people, whereas the

-old

4-day-

-old

actual clones.
Controversy about cloning and its potential has arisen with Illmensee's findings. It seems that the potential for human cloning is closer than ever before.
Responsible members of the scientific community must now decide in what
direction they should move. This latest advancement has raised serious ethical
and moral questions, the answers to which mankind must approach cautiously,
responsibly, and intelligently.

1

pictures are inanimate. Insomestoriesyou
can envision action taking place on the
pictured stage. In other stories the subject,
possibly the sea, comes from the appearance of waves on a marbled book cover
and the stage of action must becompletely
imagined. It was argued that Peter might
lose people on the arcane references of the
text to the picture, but I think that it isthis
puzzle which will keep people interested.
Some of his narratives come from personal
experiences, others from imagination or
humor as motivated by details in the picture. People often ask a photographer w hy
he took a certain picture. Peter Brown has
given some insight to his audience of his
thoughts and motives behind his pictures.
The text successfully "opens up" the
picture by helping the viewer to see more in
the photograph thanheshemayhaveseen
otherwise.
A few of Mr. Brown's photographs are
of subjects too mundane to be appreciated
esthetically, but most of the photographs
show a sensitive eye for the playof light and
simple geometrical arrangement of objects.
The texts work w ell to spice and romantisize
the pictures. All in all, I recommend that
you get down to Colburn to see this innovative and creative combination of
medias.
Also on exhibit upstairs in Colburn
Gallery, are the submissions to the Capture
of a
Society
contest; the results
collaboration between photographers and
sociologists whose combined efforts give
insightful results on both sides.

Senate News
Martha Lorenz

By

i

1

Kenyon Alumnus Leads COPUS
By Craig Richardson
Graham Robb ('81), former Kenyon
Student Council president, is now using his
leadership abilities on a far greater scale.
He is currently executive director of
(National Coalition of
COPUS
Independent College and University
Students) based in Washington, D.C.
COPUS has two main directives: It
serves as a lobby group on Capital Hill for
higher education issues, and it works as a
research project, distributing pertinent
legislative information to colleges and
universities throughout the nation.
The group's main concerns at this time
are the possible financial aid cutbacks next
year for both undergraduate and graduate
students. Current proposals by the Reagan
administration include halving the current
$4.1 billion dollar budget for education,
and eliminating all loans currently
available to graduate students.
Approximately 50
of all graduate
students are receiving government loans at

continued from page two
Dear Editors:

this time. Government funded work study
programs will also be cut next year if
Reagan's proposals are approved.
Robb is genuinely concerned about the
possible ramifications of these proposals.
"Private colleges may become schools for
the very rich, and academic standards are
likely to fall if schools put more emphasis
on the ability to pay rather than the ability
tolearn," he noted.
As a member of COPUS, the school
receives much free information, including
the bimonthly COPUS Focus, thebiweekly
Legislative Update, and all available target
reports, running from the Federal Budget
Process to Machiavelli's guide to Effective
Discussion series. Ifthe school formsastate
association with other schools, its lobbying
strength is greatly increased on the federal
level, stated Robb. Ohio hs not yet formed a
state association of COPUS, but Student
Council's approval last Sunday to join
COPUS may well a step in the right
--

direction.

was not a "feminist confused" about the use of the term man. It
was
my dear friend, Mr.
Locke,
who, in his recent letter to the Collegian,
was confused. Please understand. John
does not think at all clearly thesedays. May
I presume to offer some
enlightenment?
First, Ms. Minnich pointed out that the
statements of philosophers about generic
man were sometimes
contradicted in
separate paragraphs or treatises about
women. These contradictions between
different texts by the same writerobviously
believes the writer's assertion that his or her

"man "includes women.
Thece is a second way we can see that a
philosopher's use of "man" does not mean
human, and this is when, in the same text, a
writer slips back and forth between using
man as a generic and as a gender-specifi- c
term. Take, for example, Rousseau's
Second
Discourse.
Concerning the
"passions that agitate the heart of man,"
we learn that man in the Stale of Nature is

sexually promiscuous: "any woman is
good for him." Now ask you doesn't
that "man" sound like a male1. (For
scholars who w ant to check this quote, it is
just below the one where Mr. Rousseau
opines that "woman is the sex that ought to
1

obey.")
The third and most telling evidence that
man docs not include women comes from
examinvng the uses and practices to w hich
the term applied. If John's student,
Tommy Jefferson, has really intended to
include women in the phrase "all men are
created equal," w omen and men in thencw
nation would haveenjoyed political rights.
Not only could women not run for office,
however, they con Id not even vote.
have suggested to Professor Kipp of
your AnthropologySociology
Department that she lake up these points with
Professor Horwii.
I

NolNearlyasObcdicnt
andHumbleasI Used lo Be,
adyMasham
I

A MEAN?

s EFV iupuc
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At its February 0th meeting, Senate
unanimously approved Student Council's
proposal regarding vacancies on the
Council.
The amendment to Article I II, Section 3
states that an election shall be ordered it a
member is unable to serve out a full term,
but "if the number of persons seeking the
available positions does not exceed the
number of available positions, then the
Council will have the option to waive the
election by V vote of the Council." The
amendment was drawn up in the wake of
Lynn Travers' resignation as Student
Council secretary in
as only
one student (Pam Bccker)submitted a letter
ofintent forthe position.
Student Council President J. Morris
Thorpe presented a proposal to amend
Council
regarding the Food
Service
Advisory Committee.
The
Committee became defunct this year
when the College Food Committee was
formed. Thorpe hopes to see it
revitalized, as he feels the CFC "is not
easily accessible to students," and would
like the complaints currently going
through Council lo become the concern
"of an
body working on its
own." Senate will vole on the proposal at

J

nf
Dorm

McBride
By

I

Musical

Recital

The Kenyon College Department of
Music will present a faculty reciial bv
Norman Wick, pianist on Friday
February 19 al 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall

Suffers Thefts
LisaComplon and Arm Glasser

Early Sunday, January 24th, a robberyat
McBride dorm took place. Approximately
500 dollars in cash and merchandise was

stolen from about 8 different students. The
burgulars entered rooms while students
were sleeping. The investigation of this
crime is still underway and security was
unable to comment.
According to students all of the victims
were freshman and sophomore women on
the third floor of McBride. Items stolen
include a tape deck and cash ranging from
small amounts to large sums of 40 to 60
dollars. Security was called on Sunday
afternoon after students realized the thefts
had taken place. Due to a lack of communication between security and the
students proper procedures were not
followed. The officer in charge did not
realize there was more than one theft and
was remiss in not handling the case
properly. Laler, all of the girls filed
separate reports at the security office.
This kind of large scale robbery is
unusual for Kenyon. It is not uncommon
for minor items to be taken but this theft
came as a shock toeveryone. Dean Reading
expressed the view of most everyone when
he said that Kenyon "can give a false sense
of security." Living here is not applicable
to other placesbecauseof theuniquesetting
oflheschool. Dean Reading also remarked
thai "the first interest is the safety of the
students" and that the thefts will be
discussed in great detail. Although this is a
hard way to learn about the criminal aspects
of life, Dean Reading hopes that all
students profit from this experience and
lake the proper precaution of locking their
doorsinthefuture.

Auditorium. The program will include
"Sonata in C minor. K. 457" by Moan,
Moments" by Raclv
"Six Musical
Major,
maninoff. "Nocturne in
Op. 27 No. 2" and Prelude in
Minor, Op. 45" by Chopin, and "Sonata
in E. Major, Op. 109" by Beethoien.
There is no admission charge for ife
performance. Mr. Wick received hi.
Bachelor of Music degree in piano per.
from the University of
formance
Wisconsin, after four years of study with
Mrs. Tait Sanford Barrows. Hecominued
his studies with Mr. Jerome Rose,
D-Fl- al
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the matter of
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report concerning handicap accessibility
which Senate was
supposed to send to the Board of Trustees
last year. After much discussion about the
timeliness of and the need for the report
to be circulated now, Batchclder elected
lo send the document in its original form,
with a cover letter explaining the delay.
In other Senate business, Joe Caperna
reported that Media Board had compiled
a
list of suggestions regarding the
Collegian. The list, which Caperna will
send lo President Jordan, includes the
possibility of audit credit, which is a
mailer of faculty and provost jurisdica

V
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reeze

Lube & Oil Change

Brakes
Tune-U- p

Exhaust

tion.

Thorpe reported that ihe Board of
Trustees had accepted the Student
Act.vities
Fee referendum and had
calculated the five dollar increase into the
College's 1982-8budget.
Batchclder noted that despite stricter
fire alarm regulations, four alarms went
off within 12 days after Christmas break.
He also mentioned thai an automatic
alarm had gone off several times in
Hanna as the result of a door slam, and
that ii had been fixed.
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University and recording artist on Vox
records. Mr. Wick completed the Master
of Music degree at Bow ling Green in Both
piano performance and theory composition.
Mr. Wick is currently jj.
structing in theory, piano, and assisting
the choirs at Kenyon College. He is alio
the director of Music at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church in Mt. Vernon.

Norman Wick

its next meeting.
Chairman Alan Batchclder brought up

Mr. Locke Confused

Ms. Minnich

1
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slowed.
Illmensee and colleague Peter Hoppe of Jackson Laboratory in
In mid-197Bar Harbor, Maine produced three mice by nuclear transplanation. This experiment marked the first time that mammals were produced by transplanting
emboyonic nuclei into eggs, although several amphibians (including frogs) had
been produced in this manner.
Illmensee and Hoppe used the same basic procedure as in earlier amphibian
research. They transplanted nuclei taken from embryonic mouse cells into
recently fertilized mouse eggs whose own neclei had been removed. The donor
embryo came from two strains of mice, one gray and one agouti (grizzled fur),
and the recipient eggs were from black mice. This way, since the eggs' nuclei
were removed, only the genetic information in the transplanted nucei would
determine the development of the embryos, thus producing appropriately
colored mice.
After the eggs bearing the nuclear transplants had been grown in a culture, 16
of the resulting embryos were placed in the uteri of white mice, along with 44
white mouse embryos that had not received nuclear transplants. The foster
mothers gave birth to 35 bouncing baby mice, three of which had developed
from eggs which had had transplants. These three were easily distinguishable
from their 32 white littermates by their gray or agouti coats.
This finding, despite the enthusiasm it generated in the field, was not considered extremely significant by most scientists because it had not produced true
cloned mice. As Bernard Talbot, special assistant to the director of the
National Institutes of Health, noted, "Strictly speaking, they produced no
clones since they produced no two identical animals." But he prophetically
added, "The method has the potential of producing clones."
In January 1981 Illmensee took another crack at cloning, and this time he
produced what by the strict definition can be considered clones. He followed the
same procedure as in his earlier work, except that he used the nuclei of
embryos.
mouse embryos instead of 3- - to
Illmensee tiansplanted the nuclei into eggs whose own nuclei were removed
and implanted the resulting embryos into foster mothers. The result: of the eight
mice that were products of the transplantations, three were triplets and two were
twins. His experiments produced identical animals his experiment produced

Graham Robb, '8 executivedirectorof COPUS
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Pat Benatar's clone may sleep alone, but the same cannot be said for a group
of mice born in Geneva, Switzerland laboratory.
In his second attempt, Karl Illmensee of the University of Geneva produced
'true' cloned mice - that is, identical animals. His results have revived serious
interest in cloning, which has been steadily waning as progress in the field
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